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Deputy Director From the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation Brings With Him

Extensive Experience Engaging

Underrepresented Students

NEW YORK, NY, UNITED STATES, May

31, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Skyrocket Education is honored to welcome Deputy Director for Strategy, Planning and

Management for the Postsecondary Success team at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Dr.

Garikai Campbell, as its newest Board member.

As a member of Skyrocket’s

Board, Dr. Campbell brings

with him a fresh perspective

on education and

academics, as well as

extensive experience

engaging underrepresented

students.”

Michael Sonbert, Skyrocket

CEO

"As a member of Skyrocket’s Board, Dr. Campbell brings

with him a fresh perspective on education and academics,

as well as extensive experience engaging

underrepresented students," says Michael Sonbert,

Skyrocket CEO. "We are honored for him to be a part of our

journey to create more successful outcomes in classrooms

across the country." 

At the Gates Foundation, Dr. Campbell supports the team’s

efforts to move Higher Education closer to being a system

in which student outcomes and the quality of the student

experience leverage and reflect the full breadth of diverse

perspectives, priorities, and lived experiences, particularly

across race, ethnicity, and income.

 

Dr. Campbell received his BA in mathematics from Swarthmore College, where he was a Mellon

Mays Undergraduate Fellow, and then received his PhD in mathematics from Rutgers University.

He held a number of positions at Swarthmore including associate dean for academic affairs and

associate vice president for strategic planning. He also served as provost and vice chancellor for

academic affairs at UNC Asheville. In that role, he helped shape the overall strategic direction of

the university with special attention to the academic program. In 2013, Campbell was appointed
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provost and senior vice president for academic affairs at Morehouse College, and after that,

served as provost and dean of the college at Knox College.

He is the recipient of several awards, including the Minority Graduate Fellowship from the

National Science Foundation; the Lindback Minority Junior Faculty Grant; the Woodrow Wilson

Career Enhancement Fellowship; and the Henry Alder Award for Distinguished Teaching by a

Beginning College or University Mathematics Faculty Member from the Mathematical

Association of America. In addition, he has served as a “Something-in-Residence” at the New York

University Tisch School of the Arts in the Interactive Telecommunications Program.

Campbell is recognized for his innovative work in shaping programs designed to engage and

retain students underrepresented in STEM disciplines. In particular, he has worked with the

Professional Development Program at the University of California, Berkeley to increase

enrollment and improve the success of African American, Latinx, and Native American students

in graduate mathematics programs; helped design and administer alternative assessments for

the Vanguard Scholarship Program of the National Action Council for Minorities in Engineering

(NACME); and taught and consulted for the Enhancing Diversity in Graduate Education (EDGE)

Program to strengthen women’s success in graduate mathematics programs. In addition, he

served on the advisory boards for the Math is Power and Figure This! campaigns, promoting

math and science literacy to elementary and middle school-aged children and their parents.

Skyrocket Education exists for a single, audacious goal: to dramatically impact student outcomes

through the most intense and intentional school leader and teacher training programs in the

country. Skyrocket’s approach, founded on decades of shared educator experience and research,

is formulated to drive both teacher and leader impact through three critical steps: diagnosis,

goal-setting, and coaching. Our mission is for educators to emerge from Skyrocket’s leadership

training as best-in-class school leaders who demonstrate the adaptive and technical skills

necessary to lead school communities to a future of equity, opportunity, and breakthrough

results. With hundreds of district, charter, and faith-based partners throughout 26 states,

Skyrocket’s impact has reached over 6,500 teachers and close to 100,000 students to date. 

For more information, visit www.SkyrocketED.org.
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we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,
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